Abstract. The paper presents a two-color digital holographic interferometer. The set-up is devoted to the study of the fundamental dynamic of unconsolidated materials. Optical configuration and algorithms to recover the optical phase of two-color digitally encoded holograms are described. The method is based on a spatial-color-multiplexing scheme in which holographic reconstruction is performed using adapted wavelength zero-padding and reconstructing distance. Experimental results are presented in the case of granular media excited in the frequency range 400Hz-3000Hz and exhibits the 3D movement.
Introduction
Digital holography became properly available since its confirmation was established in 1994 [1] . In few years, a lot of spectacular applications have been demonstrated such as microscopic imaging and phase-contrast digital holographic microscopy [2] , surface shape measurement and contouring and also material property investigations [3] , vibrations analysis with pulsed lasers and time averaging, also multidimensional dynamic investigations [4] . The perspective of measurement of 3D vibration motions using digital Fresnel holography could be very important for getting insight in the fundamental dynamics of disordered granular materials. It is established that continuum elasticity, applied to assemblage of grains, actually decreases significantly below a length scale of typically 30 to 50 grain sizes [5] . At shorter scales the response of an unconsolidated granular material even to normal compression loading is nonaffine, i.e. contains additional component of the displacement field of predominantly rotational nature, which is rather controlled not by the symmetry of loading but by the characteristic of the disorder. Consequently 3D monitoring of the dynamics of disordered granular media could provide opportunity to study 3D nonaffine motion, to characterize its spatial scale and statistic (correlation) properties, and to attack the fundamental question [5] : "What modes of vibration contribute to vibration anomaly (Boson peak) in disordered materials?". In this paper, we present an experimental investigation of the 3D motion of granular medium by using a two-color digital holographic interferometer.
In digital holography, numerical reconstruction of digitally encoded holograms is performed by use of a discrete version of the Fresnel transform associated with a zero-padding. However, a simultaneous multi-dimensional measurement will be possible only if it is possible to perfectly separate the contributions of each component of a 3D movement. For this, the size of each hologram along each wavelength must be quite similar during the reconstruction process in order to get a perfect pixel to pixel superimposition. Several algorithms have been developed in this sense [6, 7] . However, algorithm presented in [6] needs a very long computation time and is not adapted to object which size is greater than 10mm. The computation of holograms along several wavelength needs to respect this fundamental property: the size of the object must be conserved and the number of sampling data point must be independent of the wavelength. The sampling pitches of digital holograms computed from the Fresnel transform are given along {x,y} directions by ∆η = λd 0 /Kp x and ∆ξ = λd 0 /Kp y . It is clear that if the wavelength changes, then the sampling pitch also changes. In order to simply our purpose, in all what follow we consider the problem along the x direction. Consider the case of two-wavelength holography with a red (R) HeNe laser (λ R =632.8nm) and a green (G) DPSS laser (λ G =532nm). Along each wavelength, we have sampling pitches given by
where K R and K G are the number of data points used in the discrete Fresnel transform. The main constraint on K R and K G is that they must be integer number, and furthermore we will chose them even. Then we must have ∆η j =const for all color j. In the case of interest, this leads to a non integer ratio K R /K G =λ R /λ G =1.189473 leading to non integer value of K R relatively to K G . In order to jump this point and avoid rounding on number of data points, one can chose 1000K R /K G =integer, where integer=1189 or integer=1190, for the considered wavelengths. However, this approximation cannot lead exactly to ∆η G =∆η R . To get the equality at a given precision, one can consider that the reconstructing distance is slightly different from that of the recording and that it depends on the wavelength. Thus, the sampling pitches in the image are now 
One may wonder what is the best choice for the combination of the parameters and what consequences this may have on the reconstructing process. One clue can be found in [8] . It is shown that the change in the reconstruction distance introduces a focussing error in the image and that the enlarging of the impulse response of the process is given in the x direction by:
N being the effective pixel number of the recording sensor (a similar relation holds for y). In the following experiments, the sensor is a Pixel Fly CCD recording area including (M×N)=(1024×1360) rows by columns with p x =p y =4.65µm. So consider that the object under interest is placed at d 0 =1400mm from the recording area, with N=1360 and p x =4.65µm, we have for configuration (1) (1) and (2) (4) . This allows us to choose the best configuration that does not lead to much to enlarging of the spatial resolution in the reconstructed field. According to these numerical results, the best configuration for the reconstruction parameters is given by (1) . This means that there are one pair of values {K G ,K R }={2000,2378} which is optimal.
Experimental set-up
The set-up for studying dynamic of unconsolidated materials using two-color digital holography is composed of two cw lasers (R, HeNe) and (G, DPSS) with different angles of incidence in order to be sensitive to the plane and out-of-plane vibration of the material (Fig. 1) . A Mach-Zehnder interferometer produces the mixing between the two duplets of colors. Each laser beam is split into an illuminating beam and a reference beam which are co-polarized for each wavelength. The two laser beams illuminate the object under interest with illuminating angles θ xy and θ z . The smooth and plane reference waves are produced through the two spatial filters (SF1 and SF2). Thus each reference wave is the spatial carrier of each hologram. Since the monochrome sensor is not able to record the two colors simultaneously at each pixel, the spatial frequencies of the reference waves (R and G) are adjusted so that the two-color holograms are spatially multiplexed in the field of view. Thus, the off-line holographic recording is carried out using the two spatial filters in which each collimating lens is displaced out of the afocal axis by means of two micrometric transducers (not represented in Fig. 1 ). Light pulses are produced simultaneously using a four sector mechanical shopper. An electronics system is used to synchronize the shopper and the excitation signal put into a mechanical shaker which makes the object vibrating at a controlled amplitude and frequency. As indicated in the previous section, the object under interest is placed at d 0 =1400mm from the recording area and the illuminated area is 53mm in diameter. The digital two-color holograms are reconstructed with {K G ,L G }={2000,2000}, mm. Useful zones in R and G reconstructions can be extracted and pixel-to-pixel superimposed. Consider that the vibrating object produces a 3D displacement vector according to:
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Since the size of the reconstructed holograms are controlled along each wavelength, the two-color holograms can be pixel to pixel superimposed thus allowing the 3D motion computation according to Eq. 3-7.
For the estimation of the 3D motion at a given frequency, it is necessary to compute phase differences between stroboscopic recordings and to estimate amplitude and phase of the vibration using a dedicated algorithm. The measurement principle leads to a 3-frame phase shifting algorithms, described in [9] , which allows the determination of 3D amplitude and phase of the movement.
Experimental results
The unconsolidated material under interest is composed of granular materials made of glass 0.15mm in diameter. They are excited in the frequency range f 0 =[400Hz-3000Hz] by using the mechanical shaker. The studied field is a circular wobble plate that is 30mm in height and 53mm in diameter, and filled with granular. The wobble plate is filled at 98%, thus the studied zone is constituted approximately of 300 grains. From the 3D estimation can be computed the mean quadratic velocity of the medium, given by:
14th International Conference on Experimental Mechanics 8) with S being the surface of the investigated zone. Fig. 2 shows the mean quadratic velocity of the media computed form the experimental results. 14th International Conference on Experimental Mechanics   Fig. 4 shows the 2D in-plane displacement vector at 2760Hz which emphasizes the existence of inplane swirling modes. These experimental results constitute a first attempt to investigate the 3D movement of unconsolidated materials.
Conclusion
The paper has presented a first investigation of 3D vibration of granular media using a two-color digital holographic interferometer. The proposed method is based on a spatial-color-multiplexing scheme in which holographic reconstruction is performed using adapted wavelength zero-padding and reconstructing distance. The choice of the reconstruction parameters has been discussed and they guaranty the invariance of the size of the reconstructed object and a constant sampling pixel pitch. The first results on full field analysis of granular media were presented in the frequency band 400Hz-3000Hz. Complementary experiments are in progress in our lab, but the complex character of medium elasticity does not allow any conclusion to be drawn. However, to the best of our knowledge, results presented in this paper constitute a first attempt to visualize in plane vibration modes in granular medium.
